Tau gene alternative splicing: expression patterns, regulation and modulation of function in normal brain and neurodegenerative diseases.
Organization of cytoskeletal elements is critical for cellular migration and maintenance of morphology. Tau protein, which binds to and organizes microtubules, is instrumental in forming and maintaining the neuronal axon. Disturbances in tau expression result in disruption of the neuronal cytoskeleton and formation of pathological tau structures (neurofibrillary tangles, NFTs) found in brains of dementia sufferers. Null tau mice, although viable, exhibit developmental and cognitive defects and transgenic mice which overexpress tau develop severe neuropathies. The neuron-specific tau transcript produces multiple isoforms by intricately regulated alternative splicing. These isoforms modulate tau function in normal brain. Moreover, aberrations in tau splicing regulation directly cause several neurodegenerative diseases. Thus, tau splicing regulation is vital to neuronal health and correct brain function. This review briefly presents our cumulative knowledge of tau splicing-cis elements and trans factors which influence it at the RNA level, its effect on the structure and roles of the tau protein and its repercussions on neuronal morphology and neurodegeneration.